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Abstract

Purpose To evaluate the morphological

changes that occurred during the development

of a full-thickness macular hole (FTMH)

from macular retinoschisis (MRS) in highly

myopic eyes by optical coherence tomography

(OCT).

Patients and methods The clinical

characteristics and OCT images of five eyes of

five patients with myopic MRS who

developed FTMH during the follow-up period

were evaluated.

Results The natural evolution from MRS to

FTMH was classified into two patterns by OCT

findings. In FTMH formation pattern 1, a focal

area of the external retinal layer was elevated

and followed by the development of a small

outer lamellar macular hole (OLMH) and

retinal detachment (RD). The OLMH and RD

were then enlarged horizontally and elevated

vertically until the OLMH was attached to the

overlying retinal layer. A FTMH finally

developed when the roof of RD opened. In

FTMH formation pattern 2, the opening of the

roof of MRS or cystoid space caused an inner

lamellar macular hole (ILMH). The MRS was

then gradually resolved except the residual

MRS beneath the ILMH, the ILMH would

finally proceed into a FTMH as long as the

remained external retinal layer beneath the

ILMH continued splitting posteriorly until it

reached retinal epithelium pigment.

Conclusion Our longitudinal study revealed

two patterns of FTMH formation in highly

myopic eyes with MRS. This finding might be

useful in further understanding the

pathogenesis of macular hole formation in

high myopia.
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Introduction

Macular retinoschisis (MRS) is one of the main

complications leading to visual loss in highly

myopic eyes.1–5 Studies have revealed that MRS

could keep stable for years in some cases,

however, the progression to a full-thickness

macular hole (FTMH) from MRS has been

frequently reported.1–3 Once a FTMH develops,

the prognosis will be quite poor, for the surgical

outcome of macular holes in high myopia is not

satisfying.6 Unfortunately, the pathogenesis of

FTMH formation from MRS is still not clear.

We evaluated the optical coherence tomography

(OCT) images of five eyes of five patients

followed up for at least 11 months, and revealed

two patterns of FTMH formation in highly

myopic eyes with MRS.

Materials and methods

The clinical data of five eyes of five patients

with myopic MRS who developed a FTMH

during follow-up were reviewed. Institutional

review board approval was obtained. The study

was conducted according to the tenets of the

Declaration of Helsinki. The inclusion criteria

were OCT-detected MRS without macular hole

or retinal detachment (RD) at first presentation,

macular hole development during follow-up, as

well as myopia X6 diopters and axial length

X26 mm. The myopic macular changes were

classified into three grades according to an

increasing severity as follows: mild, tigroid

fundus; moderate, lacquer cracks or focal areas

of deep choroidal atrophy; and severe, large
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geographic areas of deep choroidal atrophy (‘bare

sclera’). This classification was modified from the

category reported by Avila et al.7 The best-corrected

visual acuity (BCVA) and OCT (Stratus OCT 3, Carl Zeiss

Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) were performed every 1 to 3

months. The changes in OCT findings and BCVA among

each visit of the follow-up were analysed. The

procedures of OCT examination followed those reported

in literature.3 The OCT scan length was 6 –10 mm, and

only horizontal or vertical scans centered on the fovea

were selected for evaluation. Student’s t-test was used to

compare the duration from MRS to FTMH differences

between two pattern groups. A P-value of 0.05 was

considered statistically significant.

Results

The clinical characteristics of the five eyes were shown in

Table 1. At first presentation, OCT images showed MRS

without RD or lamellar macular hole in all eyes, whereas

foveal pseudocyst, partially detached posterior hyaloid,

and epiretinal membrane were found by OCT in three,

two, and one eye, respectively.

The natural evolution from MRS to FTMH was

classified into two patterns by OCT findings according to

whether an outer lamellar macular hole (OLMH)

developed or not during a FTMH formation.

FTMH formation pattern 1

A focal area of the external retinal layer overlying retinal

pigment epithelium was elevated (Figure 1a), and

followed by the development of a small OLMH and a

small RD (Figure 1b). The OLMH and RD were then

enlarged horizontally and elevated vertically until the

OLMH was attached to the overlying retinal layer

(Figures 1c–e). A FTMH would finally come into being

when the roof of RD opened (Figures 1d and e).

Occasionally, an inner lamellar macular hole (ILMH)

might develop before the attachment of the OLMH to its

overlying inner retinal layer and develop a FTMH

(Figure 1d) (patients 1–3, Table 1).

FTMH formation pattern 2

The opening of the roof of MRS or cystoid space, if a

foveal pseudocyst coexisted, caused an ILMH

(Figures 2a and b). The MRS was partially resolved after

ILMH formation; however, the residual MRS beneath the

ILMH could persist for a long time (Figures 2c and d).

The ILMH would finally proceed into a FTMH as long as

the remained external retinal tissue beneath the ILMH

continued splitting posteriorly until it reached retinal

epithelium pigment (Figures 2e and f) (patients 4–5,

Table 1).

A dramatic decrease in BCVA was complained in all

patients of pattern 1 group when an OLMH developed,

although in no patients of pattern 2 group when an

ILMH developed. The BCVA dropped to no more than

0.1 in all patients as soon as the FTMH developed.

Vitrectomy, internal limiting membrane (ILM) peeling,

and gas tamponade were performed in four patients

soon after the FTMH developed. A reattached fovea was

found by OCT in all cases after surgery; however, the

macular hole was still open postoperatively in one

patient. No other postoperative complications were

found during follow-up.

The mean duration from MRS to lamellar macular hole

in pattern 1 and pattern 2 group of FTMH formation was

11.3±7.0 and 9.0±1.4 months, respectively. The

difference was not statistically significant (P¼ 0.689).

However, the duration from lamellar macular hole to

FTMH in pattern 1 and pattern 2 group was 4.7±2.5 and

23.0±4.2 months, respectively. The difference was

statistically significant (P¼ 0.008).

Discussion

Macular retinoschisis is now believed to be one of the

main causes of FTMH formation in high myopia.1–3,8,9

Table 1 Characteristics of five eyes of five myopic patients with full-thickness macular hole formation from macular retinoschisis

No. Sex Age R/L Refractive
error (D)

Axial
length
(mm)

Macular
chorioretin-
opathy

BCVA Associated
OCT findings

Duration (months)

Initial Final From MRS
to LMH

From LMH
to FTMH

1 M 49 R –12.5 28.55 Moderate 0.8 0.1 – 4 7
2 F 25 R –18.5 30.14 Severe 0.2 0.02 PC 18 5
3 F 57 L –11.5 28.04 Severe 0.05 CF PDPH 12 2
4 M 56 L –16.0 29.40 Moderate 0.5 0.1 PC, PDPH 10 20
5 M 39 R –22.5 31.77 Severe 0.3 0.05 PC, ERM 8 26

Abbreviations: CF, counting fingers; ERM, epiretinal membrane; FTMH, full-thickness macular hole; LMH, lamellar macular hole; MRS, macular

retinoschisis; PC, foveal pseudocyst; PDPH, partially-detached posterior hyaloid.
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However, much more study has to be done to make clear

the pathogenesis of FTMH formation from MRS. In our

study, two different patterns of progression from MRS to

FTMH have been revealed by OCT. Many elements could

contribute to the development of FTMH in MRS cases.

First, the focal elevation of the external retinal layer and

the following development of OLMH were probably

because of the increased inward traction, which was

caused by the rigidity of the ILM and inflexibility of the

retinal vessel, and then transferred by the column-like

structures within MRS.10–14 Second, premacular

structures, such as partially detached posterior hyaloid

and epiretinal membrane, could cause a tangential

traction to fovea and facilitate to develop a FTMH or

Figure 1 Development of full-thickness macular hole (FTMH) from macular retinoschisis (MRS) in case 1. (a) Optical coherence
tomography (OCT) shows a MRS and focally elevated area (short arrow) of the external retinal layer. The best-corrected visual acuity
(BCVA) was 0.8. (b) At 4 months later, a small outer lamellar macular hole (OLMH) (long arrow) and retinal detachment (RD) (short
arrow) developed in the focally elevated area, and BCVA dropped to 0.4. Metamorphopsia appeared before OLMH development and
remained until vitrectomy was performed. (c) After another 3 months, the OLMH (short arrow) and RD (star) were enlarged
horizontally and elevated vertically. (d) After another 7 months of OLMH formation, OLMH (long arrow) and RD (star) continued
enlarging and elevating, and FTMH developed after the rupture of the inner retina (short arrow) overlying OLMH, the BCVA dropped
to 0.1. Note MRS between the inner retina and RD was still evident. (e) OCT shows FTMH and progressive enlargement and elevation
of RD. Note MRS between the inner retina and RD nearly disappeared (short arrow). (f) The macular hole was still open after
vitrectomy, even though metamorphopsia regressed.

Figure 2 Development of full-thickness macular hole (FTMH) from macular retinoschisis (MRS) without outer lamellar macular hole
(OLMH) formation in case 5. (a) OCT shows MRS was accompanied by foveal pseudocysts (short arrow) and epiretinal membrane
(long arrow). (b) At 8 months later, the roof of a foveal pseudocyst opened (short arrow) and an inner lamellar macular hole (ILMH)
developed, BCVA decreased from 0.3 to 0.2. (c and d) The MRS was mostly resolved except the residual MRS beneath the ILMH.
(e) The remained external retinal tissue beneath the ILMH continued splitting posteriorly. (f) After another 26 months of
ILMH formation, FTMH finally developed and BCVA dropped to 0.05.
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ILMH in myopic eyes with MRS, as they did in

idiopathic macular hole formation in emmetropic

eyes.15,16 Furthermore, premacular structures could also

facilitate the development of OLMH in pattern 1 group,

as well as posteriorly splitting and horizontal

enlargement of the external retinal layer in pattern 2

group by transmitting their traction from ILM to

photoreceptor layer, for most cone pedicles in the fovea

were sheathed by Müller cells.14 Third, the persistent

vitreomacular traction might enhance the myopic

macular degeneration, which might proceed the

formation of OLMH or cystoid spaces and finally lead to

FTMH. Macular architecture might be modified because

of cell loss and not only because of traction.17,18

The natural evolution from MRS into FTMH has not

been well described. Gaucher et al 1 revealed FTMH was

apt to occur in MRS cases with RD by OCT after

long-term follow-up. Our study confirmed that RD was

an intermediate-stage change in the development of

FTMH in some MRS cases, even though MRS and RD

could coexist for a long period.1,8 Many previous studies

have shown that ILMH was accompanied with MRS in

some cases. In our study, ILMH developed and finally

proceeded into FTMH in three highly myopic eyes with

MRS, just as in non-highly myopic eyes.15,16

In our study, the mean duration from MRS to lamellar

macular hole in pattern 1 and pattern 2 group of FTMH

formation was similar. However, the duration from

lamellar macular hole to FTMH in pattern 2 group was

much longer than in pattern 1, which might be explained

by the significant resolution in both inward traction and

the traction of premacular structures after the ILM was

broken in pattern 2 group.

Although surgical intervention, including vitrectomy,

ILM peeling, and gas tamponade, has proven to be

effective and safe in the treatment of most MRS cases,

rare yet severe postoperative complications, such as

FTMH formation, do occur in a few MRS cases.1,6,8,19

Furthermore, considering some MRS could keep stable

for years, more clinical studies are needed to make clear

when is the proper time and which are the best

techniques for the surgical intervention of MRS.1,6,8,19–21

Our longitudinal study indicated that FTMH might

finally develop if MRS was accompanied by foveal

detachment or premacular structures. This finding

further supported the hypothesis that premacular

structures and foveal detachment were two risk factors

for a poor prognosis in MRS patients.1 Therefore, it might

be a reasonable choice to perform vitrectomy in MRS

cases accompanied by premacular structures and (or)

foveal detachment.

In conclusion, our longitudinal study revealed two

patterns of FTMH formation in highly myopic eyes with

MRS, inward and vitreomacular traction were

hypothesized to be the main cause of FTMH formation in

these cases.
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